
Tumble  finishing



“Our company stands out for its high flexibility and 
efficiency in developing job orders, and in our ability 
to provide customised and additional processes.

This has brought us a large portfolio of major national 
customers who demand an efficient and prompt 
service for even the smallest orders.

Our lead time calculation system enables us to 
schedule production based on bills of materials, work 
orders and actual costs.

We provide full transparency on order and cost 
management thereby ensuring that agreed delivery 
times are met.”



Metal Finish srl is synonymous with “mass finishing”, the term used to denote a series of 
manufacturing processes that permit large quantities of different types of metal parts to be 
finished simultaneously.
The company occupies an area of 2500 m², including a covered area of 1600 m² and our cutting 
edge equipment enables us to offer customers a range of solutions for quality finishes. “We also 
boast 30 automated vibratory machines with integrated washing and drying systems”.

Metal Finish srl is certified to UNI EN ISO 9001:2015.

WhO We ARe

C O M PA N Y



umbling is used to deburr metal components. It is carried out in circular vibratory machines filled 
with various kinds of preformed abrasive media.
Tumbling is used to prepare metal parts for further finishing (such as painting, nickel plating, 
etc.). It can also be an end to itself as it is the finishing treatment used for die-cast components 
for the automotive industry.

Tumble finishing





1. We run two continuous-flow installations (Rosler) and we have in-line circular 
machines. 

2. We offer 100% inspection on the product. 

3. We have a work area for inspection and additional deburring. 

4. We use a no-inspection approach with many customers. 

5. Due to the non-stop production process, we guarantee the quality of the orders 
throughout. 

6. We work with internal quality control plans, based on customer specifications. 

7. Speed, on-time processes and quality characterize our work. 
As well as certainty. Always. 

8. Come to us for specialist diecasting for the automotive and gas industries.

WhY ChOOse us

All-round
    quality production.



OuR CeRTifiCATiOns
SAFETY
SICUREZZA 1ST

AGIRE IN SICUREZZA PER EVITARE TUTTE

LE SITUAZIONI RISCHIOSE. ADOTTARE TUTTI 

I DISPOSITIVI DI PROTEZIONE INDIVIDUALE.

SORT
SEPARARE

SEPARARE IL NECESSARIO DAL SUPERFLUO.

ELIMINARE IL SUPERFLUO.

SEITON
ORDINARE

ORDINARE I MATERIALI IN POSIZIONI

BEN DEFINITE PER ELIMINARE

I TEMPI DI RICERCA.

SHINE
PULIRE

PULIRE E ORDINARE SISTEMATICAMENTE

LE VARIE AREE DI LAVORO.

SCOPRIRE I PROBLEMI.

STANDARDISE
STANDARDIZZARE

DEFINIRE E FORMALIZZARE NUOVI

STANDARD DI PULIZIA.

ORDINE E LIVELLI DI STOCK.

SHITSUKE
MANTENERE

SUPPORTARE IL

MIGLIORAMENTO CONTINUO.

STIMA
FIDUCIA

RISPETTO
PASSIONE

6S
Metal Finish srl is certified to UNI EN ISO 9001:2015.
For us, certification is both a goal and a
starting point for optimising company
procedures in order to guarantee the
quality of our work.
Now we also use the 6S method.



Via Volta n.4/A - 35037 Bresseo Di Teolo (Padova) - Italia
Tel: 049 9903939

metalfinishsrl@gmail.com - info@metalfinish.it

www.metalf inish. i t


